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Abstract

Purpose In this paper we propose a framework for intelligent analysis
of Twitter data. The purpose of the framework is to allow users
to explore a collection of tweets by extracting topics with semantic
relevance. In this way, it is possible to detect groups of tweets related
to new technologies, events and other topics that are automatically
discovered.

Methodology The framework is based on a three-stage process. The
first stage is devoted to dataset creation by transforming a collection
of tweets in a dataset according to the Vector Space Model. The sec-
ond stage, which is the core of the framework, is centered on the use
of Nonnegative Matrix Factorizations (NMF) for extracting human-
interpretable topics from tweets that are eventually clustered. The
number of topics can be user-defined or can be discovered automati-
cally by applying Subtractive Clustering as a preliminary step before
factorization. Cluster analysis and word-cloud visualization are used
in the last stage to enable intelligent data analysis.

Findings We applied the framework to a case study of three collections
of Italian tweets both with manual and automatic selection of the
number of topics. Given the high sparsity of Twitter data, we also
investigated the influence of di↵erent initializations mechanisms for
NMF on the factorization results. Numerical comparisons confirm
that NMF could be used for clustering as it is comparable to classical
clustering techniques such as spherical k-means. Visual inspection
of the word-clouds allowed a qualitative assessment of the results
that confirmed the expected outcomes.
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Originality/value The proposed framework enables a collaborative ap-
proach between users and computers for an intelligent analysis of
Twitter data. Users are faced with interpretable descriptions of
tweet clusters, which can be interactively refined with few adjustable
parameters. The resulting clusters can be used for intelligent selec-
tion of tweets, as well as for further analytics concerning the impact
of products, events, etc. in the social network.

1 Introduction

The amount of data available on-line has grown tremendously over the past
decades. According to a recent Cisco’s survey, the annual global IP tra�c
will reach about 3.3 ZB (zettabyte, i.e. 1021 bytes) per year by 2021. This
number appears even more amazing if we consider that in 2016 the annual
run rate for global IP tra�c was 1.2 ZB per year1. Analyzing and extracting
information from such data is one of today’s biggest challenges. Without proper
analysis tools, in fact, it is as though the data does not exist at all (Liu and
Motoda, 2007).

On one hand, automatic tools for data analysis are a necessity when facing
big volumes of data; on the other hand, when huge amounts of data are involved,
it is easy to find correlations that may not be related in a causal way. The
right balance is a collaborative approach, where automatic mechanisms assist
humans in extracting and interpreting useful information. This is the ultimate
scope of Intelligent Data Analysis (IDA) as an iterative and interactive process
that applies computational methods to understand data, refine questions, and
cycling the steps until a satisfactory answer is eventually obtained (Berthold
and Hand, 1999; Berthold, Borgelt, Höppner and Klawonn, 2010).

Among the di↵erent categories of IDA methods (Holmes and Peek, 2007), we
focus on data exploration, concerning the generation of hypotheses from data.
Analysts look at data to discover relations among features, trends, anomalies,
or outliers in values, as well as relations among features and classes. Most of
these techniques use visual tools to represent information. Also, quite often
IDA methods incorporate a-priori expert knowledge to allow user interaction
for e↵ective data exploration (Casalino, Del Buono and Mencar, 2016).

In this study, we turn our attention to Twitter data. Twitter2 is a widely
used social network which allows millions of users to share short, 140-character
messages called tweets3. It has been estimated that 500 millions of tweets
are produced per day4. Tweets roughly correspond to thoughts, ideas, com-
mentaries, short discussions on various topics, personal opinions and comments

1The Zettabyte Era: Trends and Analysis. Cisco White Paper, https://www.cisco.
com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/
vni-hyperconnectivity-wp.html

2twitter.com
3Twitter is rolling out 280-character tweets to all users except those who tweet in Japanese,

Korean and Chinese.
4https://www.omnicoreagency.com/twitter-statistics/



on several matters and life events. Tweets are an indisputable source of un-
structured textual data that are worth to be investigated for either social or
commercial purposes (Pak and Paroubek, 2010).

Text processing mechanisms are usually adopted to transform a collection of
tweets in a structured source of information which subsequently undergoes some
kind of investigations. Both keywords and topic extraction mechanisms can be
used as tweet mining tools, but topic extraction enables intelligent document
analysis since it allows to classify documents according to their semantic cate-
gories. Some topic extraction mechanisms for Twitter have been built to iden-
tify and characterize communities (Gupta, Joshi and Kumaraguru, 2012), detect
opinion tendency into specific topics (Guo, Zhang, Tan and Guo, 2012), discover
user behaviors (Jin, Chen, Wang, Hui and Vasilakos, 2013), understand polit-
ical inclinations (Shamma, Kennedy and Churchill, 2009; Wong, Tan, Sen and
Chiang, 2016), real-time tra�c events detection (D’Andrea, Ducange, Lazzerini
and Marcelloni, 2015; Ducange, Mannar, Marcelloni, Pecori and Vecchio, 2017).
Both in text mining and topic extraction contexts, dimensionality reduction
mechanisms – designed to represent data in a reduced space through feature
selection and extraction – assume a key role in managing, understanding, and
visualizing data. Particularly, Nonnegative Matrix Factorizations (NMF) dis-
tinguish from other traditional dimensionality reduction algorithms since they
uncover latent low-dimensional structures intrinsic in high-dimensional data and
provide a nonnegative, part-based, representation of data enhancing meaning-
ful interpretations of mined information (Alonso, Castiello and Mencar, 2015).
The understandability of the results coming from NMF motivates their suc-
cess in several areas such as bioinformatics, pattern recognition,image analysis,
educational data mining and document clustering (Casalino, Del Buono and
Mencar, 2014a; Cichocki, Zdunek, Phan and Amari, 2009; Del Buono, Esposito,
Fumarola, Boccarelli and Coluccia, 2016; Casalino and Gillis, 2017; Casalino,
Castiello, Buono, Esposito and Mencar, 2017), as well as the importance this
computational model assumes in IDA (Casalino et al., 2016).

In this paper, we present a framework based on NMF designed to provide an
intelligent analysis of Twitter data. The proposed experimental framework aims
to standardize the technical steps needed for realizing pattern discovery through
NMF methods when Twitter datasets are investigated. As an afterthought, we
want to point out the advantages coming from the application of NMF in the
context of IDA. By exploiting the nonnegativity property of NMF, in fact, it is
possible to derive a kind of factorization which finds an immediate and intuitive
interpretation in terms of topics underlying the Twitter data.

The present paper is an extended version of the one presented at the 17th In-
ternational Conference on Computational Science and Its Applications (ICCSA
2017) (Casalino, Castiello, Del Buono and Mencar, 2017). The main di↵erences
of this extended paper consist in:

i. The enrichment of the framework with an additional algorithm for gener-
ating initialization for NMF, based on a modified version of Subtracting
Clustering. This enables the suggestion of the most appropriate number



of topics to be mined from the collection of Twitter data.

ii. The enhancement of the experimental session which has been extended by
considering the ensemble of NMF algorithms incorporated in our frame-
work.

The illustrated case studies witness the e↵ectiveness and the e�ciency of the
proposed techniques: the results obtained by di↵erent combinations of initializa-
tion and NMF algorithms have been compared with other traditional clustering
algorithms, such as spherical k-means.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces some con-
cepts related to the model employed to translate tweets from their unstructured
form into the tweet-term matrix and NMF. The section also includes a brief
review of di↵erent ways to apply NMF in the field of Twitter data analysis.
Section 3 describes the main steps assembling the proposed framework. Section
4 is devoted to a detailed presentation of a case study. Particularly, the frame-
work is used on some newly collected Twitter datasets and its e↵ectiveness in
extracting interpretable topics from Twitter data is discussed. The paper ends
with some final remarks concerning future research work.

2 Related works

Before being analyzed with any automatic learning mechanisms, social data like
tweets need to be collected, pre-processed and then transformed into a more
structured format. Tweets are generally short textual messages limited to 140
characters which can be treated as simple textual document.

The Vector Space Model (VSM) (Salton, Wong and Yang, 1975) is among
the most employed models to manage text data. In VSM, a term-document
matrix is built up where documents and terms are represented in columns and
rows, respectively. Each term corresponds to a basis in a highly dimensional
vector space (being the overall dimension related to the total number of terms),
and each element in the matrix can be intended as a weight of a term inside
the corresponding document. The VSM provides a useful way to transform
unstructured Twitter data into structured data: given a collection of m tweets,
it can be encoded into a term-tweet sparse matrix X 2 Rn⇥m

+ , whose rows are n
terms in a selected vocabulary V and whose columns relate to m tweets. Once
this matrix is compiled, it can be processed by automatic learning mechanisms
for extracting topics from data (where a topic can be intended as a concept
associated to a set of terms that are semantically related).

Classical Latent Semantic Analysis based on the Singular Value Decomposi-
tion (SVD) (Deerwester, Dumais, Landauer, Furnas and Harshman, 1990) has
been successfully used as a way to realize topic extraction in text applications.
However, negative values appearing in such decompositions are di�cult to in-
terpret, being sometimes counterintuitive. These drawbacks can be overcome
by adopting a NMF approach (Lee and Seung, 1999; Gillis, 2014; Xu, Liu and
Gong, 2003; Cichocki et al., 2009). NMF is a dimensionality reduction technique



which decomposes a matrix X into two low-rank factor matrices W 2 Rn⇥k
+ and

H 2 Rk⇥m
+ (with rank-factor k < min(n,m)) constrained to have only nonnega-

tive elements and such that X ⇡ WH. The rank k is a user-defined parameter.
If X is a term-tweet matrix (in the way it has been introduced before), k de-
fines the number of latent tweet topics to be considered in X, thus providing a
semantics for the tweet vector space. Hence, each tweet (namely, a column Xj

of the term-tweet matrix X) can be represented as a weighted combination of
the columns wi of the matrix W :

Xj ⇡ h1jw1 + h2jw2 + . . .+ hkjwk, (1)

being hij the elements of the matrix H. It should be observed that NMF factors
are not unique. In fact, given a nonnegative pair (W,H) approximating X as in
(1), there might exist many equivalent solutions (WQ,Q

�1
H) for matrices Q

with WQ and Q
�1

H nonnegative matrices. Such transformations lead to di↵er-
ent interpretations. To obtain more well-posed NMF pairs di↵erent approaches
based on the incorporation of additional constraints (such as sparsity and or-
thogonality) into the NMF factors can be used (Gillis, 2014). Pre-processing
and data normalization can also be of some use (Gillis, 2012). Here, we nor-
malize the column vectors of both W and H in L2 to make the factorization
irrespective of data rescaling.

Nonnegativity constraint of the NMF factors allows to interpret equation (1)
in terms of topic extraction process (Xu et al., 2003; Kuang, Park and Choo,
2015). In fact, the columns wi of W stand as the hidden topics embedded into
the vector space describing the tweets, whereas each value wli of W expresses
the weight of the l-th term to define the semantics of the i-th topic. Obviously,
higher weight values correspond to greater degrees of importance associated to
the l-th term in defining the hidden topic. To provide a readable interpretation
of the topics, for each of them it is possible to consider a subset of terms (in
practice, the terms are firstly ranked on the basis of their associated values
wli, then the topmost r terms are selected). In this way, the analyst is able
to tag each topic with a meaningful label defined through the analysis of the
selected terms. The elements hij of H represent the degree to which each tweet
belongs to each topic: if the value hij is very small, then the corresponding
topic is useless in describing that particular tweet. Under some hypotheses (Xu
et al., 2003; Chen, Wang and Dong, 2010; Ding, He and Simon, 2005), the topics
wi can be interpreted as prototypes of data clusters, and the elements hij can be
therefore assumed as membership degrees of each tweet to each cluster. Figure 1
illustrates the topic extraction process obtained through a NMF decomposition
of a 6⇥8 term-tweet sample matrix. The topmost three terms have been selected
from each column of W .

In the Twitter data analysis scenario, NMF have been used to analyze Twit-
ter networks so as to capture trends (Kim, Seo, Ha, Lim and Yoon, 2013; Pei,
Chakraborty and Sycara, 2015), to learn topics from correlation data of terms
derived from short texts (Yan, Guo, Liu, Cheng and Wang, n.d.), for emotion
detection from text written in Indonesian language (Arifin, Sari, Ratnasari and



Figure 1: Example of topic extraction with NMF. The term-tweet matrix X is
decomposed in the term-topic (W ) and topic-tweet (H) factors. Each column of
W stands as a topic and can be represented by the r terms with highest height.
Tweets can be clustered by assigning the topic with highest membership degree
to each tweet.

Mutrofinn, 2014), or to unveil political opinions (Mankad and Michailidis, 2015).
Several works have been also proposed to modeling the evolution of topics so
as to aid a fast discovery of emerging themes in streaming social media con-
tent (Saha and Sindhwani, 2012; Lai, Moyer, Yuan, Fox, Hunter, Bertozzi and
Brantingham, 2016; Panisson, Gauvin, Quaggiotto and Cattuto, 2014; Saito,
Hirata, Sasahara and Suzuki, 2015; Atsuho, 2017; Shin, Choi, Choi, Langevin,
Bethune, Horne, Kronenfeld, Kannan, Drake, Park and Choo, 2017).

NMF proved to be faster than the classical k-means algorithm and yielded
more easily interpretable results when mining Twitter data from World Cup
Tweets (Godfrey, Johns, Sadek, Meyer and Race, 2014). Also, NMF demon-
strated very good performance over other several clustering algorithms when
used to analyze Twitter data (Klinczak and Kaestner, 2015; Klinczak and Kaest-
ner, 2016; Ibrahim, Elbagoury, Kamel and Karray, 2017).

Ensemble methods for topic modeling, based on NMF have been proposed
to reach stable solutions (Belford, Namee and Greene, 2016; Suh, Choo, Lee
and Reddy, 2016; Suh, Choo, Lee and Reddy, 2017). Geo-tagged tweets anal-
ysis allows urban monitoring, as urban areas are classified into representative
groups (Wakamiya, Lee, Kawai and Sumiya, 2015; Sitorus, Murfi, Nurrohmah
and Akbar, 2017). A hashtag recommendation system based on user’s usage
history and independent from tweets’ contents has been proposed by Alvari



(2017). Topic modeling capabilities of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and
Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) have been compared by Suri and
Roy (2017): the empirical results showed that both the algorithms perform well
in detecting topics from text streams. NMF have been also used for Microblog
retrieval (Li, Yang and Fan, 2015), topic sense induction and disambiguation on
social tags (Iskandar, 2017) and hierarchical clustering (Duong-Trung, Schilling
and Schmidt-Thieme, 2017).

3 Twitter data analysis framework

The adopted framework for intelligent analysis of Twitter data is made of three
main stages for data creation, NMF decomposition and final data analysis
(Casalino, Castiello, Del Buono and Mencar, 2017). The framework is able
to collect data from Twitter using specific search criteria, then it appropri-
ately organizes the collected tweets in the term-tweet matrix X using the VSM
approach. Once this data matrix is constructed, the core of the process is trig-
gered to factorize X into two nonnegative matrices W and H using some NMF
algorithms.

In order to promote intelligent data analysis, the proposed framework allows
the selection of di↵erent NMF algorithms to inject a-priori knowledge in the
factorization process (Casalino et al., 2016). Moreover, di↵erent mechanisms for
the initialization phase of NMF algorithms are also included into the framework
(Casalino, Del Buono and Mencar, 2014b). The obtained factor matrices W

and H are then exploited to cluster original tweets into a selected number k of
topics (being k the rank of the factorization). The framework integrates also
some word clouds visualization tools to allow an easier interpretation of the
topic extraction results.

The choice of the rank k is crucial for the quality of the results, since it
defines the number of clusters and the hidden topics NMF extracts from the data
matrix. The original framework proposed by Casalino, Castiello, Del Buono and
Mencar (2017) is here expanded to include a peculiar initialization method for
NMF based on Subtractive Clustering (Casalino et al., 2014b), which is able to
suggest a suitable number of clusters for a given dataset and to provide better
initialization for NMF algorithms w.r.t. classical approaches.

Figure 2 sketches the main modules constituting the tweet data analysis
framework, i.e. Dataset Creation, NMF Decomposition and Data Analysis,
which are described in the following. All the activities in each module are
performed sequentially.

1. Dataset Creation. This module conducts all the activities related to
collect tweets, pre-process them and finally represent the extracted dataset
in a structured matrix form. The output of Dataset Creation module
is a term-tweet nonnegative real matrix X of proper dimensions, which
relates each tweet with a collection of terms belonging to an automatically
extracted vocabulary V in accordance with the VSM. More precisely, the
tasks performed in this module are described as follows.



Figure 2: Framework of Twitter data analysis framework based on NMF.

Data collection. A set of m tweets are collected from Twitter through
the API5 (Application Program Interface) on the basis of user-defined
keyword search criteria. The result of these operations is a collection
of “raw” tweets which have to undertake some pre-processing before
being definitely represented as a structured dataset.

Data pre-processing. The collected “raw” tweets contain some use-
less meta-information and additional text which needs to be pre-
processed. The pre-processing phase is carried out by the following
steps:

(a) Meta-information removal. All the re-tweets6, URLs, “emojis”,

5https://dev.twitter.com/apps
6Tweets that a user received in her stream and shared to her followers.



mentions7 to other users, as well as any non-alphabetical and
numerical characters, are removed;

(b) Tokenization. Each tweet is represented by a sequence of tokens
(i.e. words in the sense of the “bag-of-words” VSM model).

(c) Normalization. The sequence of tokens are normalized to a lim-
ited character set, i.e. [a� z].

(d) Stop-word filtering. Text elements such as articles, conjunctions,
prepositions, pronouns are deleted; both English and Italian
stop-word lists are considered.

(e) Stemming. Each word is reduced to its root form by a standard
stemming algorithm.

The output of the pre-processing phase is a set of terms of the vo-
cabulary V which is used the derive the term-tweet matrix.

Matrix representation. According to the VSM, the extracted n terms
in the vocabulary V are used to create a structured vector repre-
sentation of the collected m tweets in order to codify them into the
term-tweet matrix X 2 Rn⇥m

+ . Each elements xij represents the
“weight” of the i-th term in describing the j-th tweet and it is com-
puted using the tf-idf (term frequency - inverse document frequency)
weighting function. The tf-idf value of the i-th term into the j-th
tweet is given by:

tf � idf(i, j) = tf(i, j)⇥ log(|m|/df(i)),

where tf(i, j) is the frequency of the term i in the tweet j and df(i)
is the number of tweets in which the term i appears.

2. NMF Decomposition. This module is the core of the framework and it
is responsible of the factorization of the data matrix X obtained as output
from the Dataset Creation module.

From a computational viewpoint, NMF can be carried out through a num-
ber of algorithms (Berry, Browne, Langville, Pauca and Plemmons, 2007).
We have included into the framework a selection of NMF algorithms which
can be selected by the user. They are:

• MultiplicativeNMF algorithm, based on the Euclidean distance which
is considered the baseline method for NMF (Lee and Seung, 1999; Lee
and Seung, 2001);

• Alternating Nonnegative Least Squares Projected Gradient (ALS )
(Lin, 2007);

• Sparse Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (SNMF ), which is able to
control the sparsity of the factors W and H (Kim and Park, 2007)8;

7Text beginning with the symbol ‘@’ followed by any unique user name.
8In the experiments we have set the sparsity of the matrices W and H as 0.7 and 0.3

respectively.



• Nonsmooth Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NSNMF ), which is
able to extract highly localized patterns in data, forcing the global
sparseness of the factorsW andH (Pascual-Montano, Carazo, Kochi,
Lehmann and Pascual-Marqui, 2006). 9

All NMF algorithms are iterative mechanisms, hence they require some
initial matrices as starting point. The initialization phase is critical for
the quality of the final results of NMF decomposition and di↵erent initial-
ization algorithms lead to di↵erent solutions of NMF. As a consequence,
a throughout experimental analysis is required to choose the correct ini-
tialization scheme for the problem at hand.

Among di↵erent initialization mechanisms proposed in literature (Casalino
et al., 2014b; Sauwen, Acou, Bharath, Sima, Veraart, Maes, Himmelreich,
Achten and Van Hu↵el, 2017), in our framework we included:

• three di↵erent random initialization algorithms (which require low
computational costs, but usually generate poor informative initial
matrices), namely Rand, Rand c and Rand vcol initialization
(Albright, Cox, Duling, Langville and Meyer, 2006),

• NNDSVD initialization (Boutsidis and Gallopoulos, 2008), which is
a deterministic initialization mechanism (though it is more compu-
tationally expensive than random methods),

• Subtracting Clustering initialization, which was recently proposed
by Casalino et al. (2014b) as a new initialization method for NMF
when data possess special meaning as in document clustering. This
initialization method is able to automatically discover the rank k by
fuzzily grouping data according to their Euclidean distance. It can
be considered as a new strategy for solving the choice of the most
appropriate rank factor k for each given dataset.

3. Data Analysis. This module performs topic extraction, interpretation
and tweet clustering employing the matrix factors W and H given by
the NMF Decomposition module. Some appropriate graphical tools are
integrated in this module to e↵ectively visualize clusters and display the
semantic of the extracted clusters to users.

Topic extraction and tweets clustering is exemplified in Figure 1, while
cluster visualization is performed using a word-cloud representation mech-
anism (it shows selected words using di↵erent font sizes: the more a word
is important in a tweet, the bigger and bolder it appears in the word
cloud).

Each tweet exhibits multiple topics with di↵erent relevance. Through
NMF it is possible to suggest the importance of each topic in each tweet.
The encoding matrix H maps the hidden topics (rows of H) with the
tweets (columns of H), and elements hij indicate the importance (weight)

9In the experiments we have set the degree of nonsmoothing as 0.3.



that the i-th topic has in the j-th tweet. In the example in Figure 1, the
first tweet tw1 is about the hidden topics ht1 and ht3 with weights 0.94,
and 0.1, respectively, while it does not refer to the topic ht2.

Each tweet is represented as a vector in the sub-space spanned by th
vectors wj and hard document clustering can be obtained by assigning
the tweets to the nearest basis in the space (Xu et al., 2003; Shahnaz,
Berry, Pauca and Plemmons, 2006). This is equivalent to assigning each
tweet to the topic with the highest weight in the column of H. Referring
to Figure 1, tweets tw1, tw4, tw8 are assigned to the first cluster (whose
semantic is mostly derived by terms t4, t1 and t5); tweets tw3 and tw5 are
assigned to the second cluster, while tweets tw2, tw6 tw5 are assigned to
the third cluster.

It should be pointed out that topics are automatically discovered by ana-
lyzing the original tweets since they usually are not known in advance but
are learned from data.

3.1 User and automatic rank selection

As previously observed, k is crucial parameter into the proposed framework. In
fact, it specifies the low-rank dimension of the factor matrices W and H which
approximate the term-tweet matrix X and defines the number of clusters and
the hidden topics to be extracted from it. The proposed framework has been
enlarged with the possibility of selecting k either as user defined parameter or
in an automatic way. The automatic selection tool for k is obtained by adding
the Subtracting Clustering initialization into the NMF decomposition module.
This adjoint component allows to inject a-priori knowledge in the factorization
process and could be of aid for users that are not able to manually provide any
particular value of k; this is especially useful in real-world applications where
no information about a ground truth is available.

The initialization algorithm based on Subtractive Clustering has been proven
to suggest a suitable number of clusters for a given dataset and to provide a more
informative initial pair of matrices W0 and H0 (Casalino et al., 2014b; Casalino,
Del Buono and Mencar, 2011). It works on the basis of two hyper-parameters,
namely ra and rb, whereas ra stands as the minimum distance that is acceptable
for two samples to belong to di↵erent clusters, while the parameter rb is the
minimum distance that is acceptable for two cluster prototypes.

The two parameters ra and rb are therefore the hyper-spherical cluster and
penalty radius in the data space, respectively, and they can be estimated on the
basis of the distances among the tweets in the term-tweet matrix. This choice
reflects a stable behavior of the SC scheme and suggests a number of clusters
more suitable from an interpretability point of view.



3.2 Implementation details

The modules of the proposed framework have been implemented partly in Mat-
lab (R2014b) and Python 3.5. In particular, we used the following Python
libraries:

• tweepy10: this library allows the direct access to the public stream of
tweets, which can be downloaded according to some search criteria;

• nltk11: this library is used to implement all the tweet pre-processing
steps (Bird, Klein and Loper, 2009);

• scikitlearn12: this library is adopted to compute the tf-idf weights

We used Matlab implementations of NMF initializations and algorithms, and
cluster evaluation measures13.

4 Using the framework: a case study

In this section we illustrate the results obtained by using the proposed frame-
work for intelligent analysis of some Twitter datasets. Two di↵erent sets of
experiments were conducted to demonstrate the capability of the framework to
dealing with both user-defined rank k (corresponding to some a-priori data in-
formation) and the rank value automatically provided by Subtractive Clustering
for initialization (as described in Section 3.1). Furthermore, all the experiments
aimed to numerically compare the influence of di↵erent NMF initializations and
algorithms on the clustering results and on the semantic meaning of the top-
ics extracted from the collected Twitter data. We repeated each experimental
session 10 times in order to smooth out random e↵ects. For each experimental
session, we retained the run providing the lowest reconstruction error. All the
experiments have been run on a machine equipped with an Intel Core 2 Duo
2.40 GHz, 8 GB of RAM.

Three di↵erent datasets of Italian tweets were acquired and transformed
into the corresponding term-tweet matrices using the Dataset Creation module.
Four groups of tweets were acquired using, as search criterion, the presence
of four Italian keywords for each group as showed in Table 1; Table 2 reports
some elementary statistics on data. To better investigate the capability of NMF
in topic extraction, very general meaning keywords were used to select tweets.
Figure 4 shows the pre-processing steps applied on a tweet acquired by the
key-word religione, the Italian word for “religion” as illustrated in Figure 3.
It should be observed that term-tweet matrices obtained as output of the first

10http://docs.tweepy.org/en/v3.5.0/
11http://www.nltk.org/py-modindex.html
12http://scikitlearn.org
13NMI:https://it.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/

29047-normalized-mutual-information and Silhouette coe�cient https://it.mathworks.
com/help/stats/clustering.evaluation.silhouetteevaluation-class.html



Figure 3: Example of a tweet acquired by the key-word ’religione’. English
translation: “This is a holy tree for the #religion and #culture in #Madagascar”.

Figure 4: Example of the pre-processing phase of the proposed framework on a
tweet.

module present an high degree of sparsity (more than the 99% of the entries are
zero).

Both quantitative and qualitative analysis have been performed to evaluate
the performances of NMF algorithms and their clustering capabilities. The used
evaluation measures are:

• Initial Error. It evaluates the error obtained by approximating the orig-
inal matrix X with the initial pair W0,H0 obtained by an initialization

Dataset keyword 1 keyword 2 keyword 3 keyword 4

1 religione tecnologia scuola amore
(religion) (technology) (school) (love)

2 amore sport viaggio musica
(love) (sport) (travel) (music)

3 amore scuola clima cibo
(love) (school) (climate) (food)

Table 1: Selected keywords used as research keys for extracting tweets by Data
Creation module.



Dataset #terms #tweets sparsity

1 4219 2272 99.81%
2 2840 995 99.74%
3 4350 2312 99.82%

Table 2: Elementary statistics on the three datasets.

algorithm. This error is computed as

kX �W0H0kF
kXkF

where k · kF is the Frobenius matrix norm. This measure has been used
to compare initialization methods included into the NMF decomposition
module.

• Execution Time. It measures the time (in seconds) needed by the initial-
ization algorithm to construct the initial matrices and NMF algorithms
to reach their stopping criterion (number of iterations > 1000 or error
reduction < 10�6).

• Final Error. It evaluates the approximation error of the final factors W

and H in reconstructing the original matrix X and is computes as

kX �WHkF
kXkF

• Iterations Number. It is the number of iterations required by the algorithm
to reach the stopping criterion.

• Normalized Mutual information (NMI). It is an external cluster evalua-
tion measure based on entropy, comparing the obtained labeling with the
a-priori known classes. It is a measure of the mutual dependence be-
tween the two groups. It has values in [0, 1], where 0 means no mutual
information and 1 perfect correlation.

• Silhouette coe�cient. It is an internal measure evaluating cluster cohe-
sion (i.e. intra-cluster distance) and separation (inter-cluster distance)
(Rousseeuw, 1987). The coe�cient is determined by the average measure
of the silhouette value of each point. It has values in [�1, 1] where 1 indi-
cates high separation and cohesion, �1 a wrong number of clusters, and
0 similar inter and intra clusters distances.

Both NMI and Silhouette coe�cient are used to evaluate cluster results. Ad-
ditionally, to better appreciate the semantics of the hidden topics returned by
NMF, each extracted topic (columns wi of W ) has been represented with the
topmost 10 terms (ordered accordingly to the weights in the corresponding col-
umn of W ). These topic can be illustrated using the the word-clouds visualiza-
tion tool included into the Data Analysis module.



Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3
Init. Alg Init. Err Time Init. Err Time Init. Err Time

Rand 192.96 8.67e-4 158.77 5.69e-4 198.17 9.99e+4
Rand c 2.60 0.07 1.71 0.02 2.71 0.10

Rand vcol 2.60 0.16 1.71 0.05 2.71 0.24
NNDSVD 0.98 0.39 0.98 0.17 0.91 0.37

Table 3: Comparisons of the performance of initialization algorithms.

4.1 Results for user-defined rank value

The first experimental session was performed with the factorization rank k = 4.
This value corresponds to the number of keywords used to acquire the tweets
and represents an a-priori knowledge on the semantic categories embedded into
the tweets.

Initialization algorithms have been compared to verify whether inexpensive,
but less informed algorithms, lead to acceptable results, so that they could be
used in place of more informed but computationally expensive algorithms.

Table 3 reports the performances of the initialization algorithms on each
dataset. As expected, the simplest random generation of the initial matrices is
the fastest but less accurate method. On the contrary, NNDSVD is the slowest,
but it has the minimum initial error. NNDSVD requires to compute the trun-
cated SVD which is in fact time consuming compared to the other approaches
as witnessed by the remarkable di↵erences in execution time between datasets
of di↵erent dimensions (namely, datasets 1 and 2 vs. dataset 3). This could
represent a problem when dealing with big amounts of data. On the other hand,
the semi-informed initialization algorithms Random c and Random vcol give
initial error values that are comparable with those provided by NNDSVD, but
with a significant reduction of computation time.14

Any combination of initialization and NMF algorithm has been evaluated
over the three datasets. Tables 3(a)-3(c) report the obtained numerical results.
Each pair of initialization-NMF algorithm returns performance values which are
comparable, none of them numerically prevails on the others on the considered
datasets.

Very accurate solutions may not be the most significant in terms of grouping
tweets according to their topics. Table 5 reports the clustering performances
obtained by any pair (initialization, NMF algorithm) on the three datasets.
Spherical k-means cluster method was also applied as a term of comparison.
It should be noted that spherical k-means performs better on Dataset 1, but
its results are comparable with those provided by NMF methods on the other
datasets. Among the pairs initialization-NMF algorithm, ALS generally gives
the best values of NMI.

As an example, Figure 5 shows the word-cloud representation of the four

14For a more detailed analysis of the e�ciency of initialization algorithms, the interested
reader is referred to Casalino et al. (2014b).



(a) Dataset 1

NMF ALS NSNMF SNMF
Init. Err. Time It. Err. Time It. Err. Time It. Err. Time It.

Rand 0.968 123.03 187 0.968 11.21 26 0.97 500.45 580 0.975 259.39 141
Rand c 0.97 36.12 107 0.968 13.4 32 0.97 500.45 845 0.97 480.34 345

Rand vcol 0.97 39.10 65 0.968 15.37 36 0.972 500.43 732 0.97 500.45 580
NNDSVD 0.97 44.42 65 0.968 15.70 36 0.972 500.56 774 0.97 500.45 580

(b) Dataset 2.

NMF ALS NSNMF SNMF
Init. Err. Time It. Err. Time It. Err. Time It. Err. Time It.

Rand 0.973 13.25 61 0.973 13.65 103 0.975 1000 332.65 0.978 52.42 94
Rand c 0.974 10.43 100 0.97 10.12 100 0.976 281 223 0.978 44.21 101

Rand vcol 0.976 10.28 57 0.974 3.17 24 0.978 218.09 1000 0.978 48.72 86
NNDSVD 0.974 3.72 20 0.974 1.70 12 0.975 321.08 1000 0.978 32.05 60

(c) Dataset 3.

NMF ALS NSNMF SNMF
Init. Err. Time It. Err. Time It. Err. Time It. Err. Time It.

Rand 0.912 300.38 370 0.909 6.92 14 0.918 500.76 485 0.932 813.33 382
Rand c 0.954 21.4 59 0.909 6.31 17 0.945 502.32 546 0.93 352.7 180

Rand vcol 0.971 25.08 38 0.909 7.22 15 0.973 500 716 0.937 312.48 152
NNDSVD 0.909 17.56 19 0.909 5.62 11 0.973 500 716 0.93 217.06 106

Table 4: Performance of the NMF algorithms initialized with di↵erent strategies
applied to the three datasets.



Init.-NMF alg. Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3
Rand-NMF 0.701 0.694 0.707
Rand-ALS 0.7 0.696 0.795
Rand-NSNMF 0.653 0.714 0.709
Rand-SNMF 0.598 0.625 0.7
Rand c-NMF 0.65 0.643 0.689
Rand c-ALS 0.673 0.651 0.679
Rand c-NSNMF 0.659 0.701 0.721
Rand c-SNMF 0.60 0.632 0.703
Rand vcol-NMF 0.666 0.614 0.639
Rand vcol-ALS 0.702 0.701 0.795
Rand vcol-NSNMF 0.653 0.612 0.642
Rand vcol-SNMF 0.653 0.627 0.507
NNDSVD-NMF 0.666 0.698 0.798
NNDSVD-ALS 0.702 0.701 0.795
NNDSVD-NSNMF 0.653 0.712 0.642
NNDSVD-SNMF 0.653 0.633 0.547
spherical k-means 0.832 0.696 0.718

Table 5: Cluster performance of NMF and initialization algorithms in terms of
NMI.

hidden topics extracted from the first dataset by NSNMF algorithm initialized
with the NNDSVD. The tweets are grouped in four clusters (in accordance with
the rank value k = 4) and depicted as four word-clouds of ten terms with the
highest weight. As it can be observed, the main terms in each cloud are exactly
the Italian (stemmed) keywords used to acquire the tweets (Love, School, Reli-
gion, Technology). This confirms that NMF was been able to correctly capture
the hidden meaning in the tweets. Furthermore, the terms appearing in each
word-cloud are semantically correlated. For instance, taking into account the
(stemmed) term religion, it is grouped together with the Italian words ter-
ror, Bruxelles, Islam and the tag stopislam (figure 5(b)). Even if these
terms do not strictly define the concept of religion, it should be observed that
Twitter data are strictly related to the temporal instants they are acquired,
reflecting the current events and the respective people thoughts and feelings.
Since the numerical experiments were conducted after the terrorist attacks in
Bruxelles (on March 22th, 2016), this explains why those words are grouped
together. Similar results can be observed with the (stemmed) keywords tec-
nolog and scuol. In particular, the terms connected to tecnolog are also
related to the the terrorists’ facts; in fact in those days the possibility of ac-
cessing to confidential information contained in the terrorists’ phones was being
discussed. That is why the terms IPhon and Apple have a big weight (i.e.
bold font and big size) in the word cloud, but also FBI, though to a lesser ac-
count (figure 5(d)). Finally, the terms related to returning to school have been
grouped with the keyword scuol, because in the days tweets were collected,



the students were coming back to school after Easter holidays (figure 5(c)).

(a) Topic 1 (b) Topic 2

(c) Topic 3 (d) Topic 4

Figure 5: Hidden topics obtained with Dataset 1, NNDSVD initialization and
NSNMF algorithm.

In conclusion, we also observe that NMF algorithms are able to detect lo-
calized patterns in sparse matrices as the term-tweet matrix is. In particular,
NSNMF it is able to preserve this sparsity in the factorization process giving
more interpretable bases than the other algorithms.

4.2 Automatic selection of the rank factor

Unsupervised learning aims to capture the intrinsic geometry in data. The
number of the groups depends on the data structure. We use the Subtractive
clustering initialization algorithm to derive suitable factor rank k for each of
the three Twitter datasets, and then we compute the cluster results provided
by NMF algorithms included into the framework.

The hyper-parameters in the Subtractive Clustering based initialization, that
is hyper-sphere cluster ra and the penalty radius rb, were estimated on the basis
of the distances among the tweets. We varied ra between the 5th and 95th
percentile of the tweet distance values, while the penalty radius is computed as
rb = ↵ra, being ↵ 2 [1, 2] (Casalino et al., 2014b).

A grid search strategy has been adopted by considering all parameter combi-
nations from the candidate sets and the first value of ↵ stabilizing the number of
clusters was selected (as showed in Figure 6). Subsequently, ra was selected as
the value minimizing the initial error with respect to ↵ (as illustrated in Figure
7).



Figure 6: Cluster number variance for di↵erent values of the hyper-parameter
↵, varying ra in the given ranges, for Dataset 1.

ra range ↵ range ra ↵ cluster number

Dataset 1 [1.3651, 1.4142] [1, 2] 1.3651 1.333 11
Dataset 2 [1.3740, 1.4142] [1, 2] 1.374 1.88 5
Dataset 3 [1.3624, 1.4142] [1, 2] 1.4053 1.11 3

Table 6: Parameter settings.

Table 6 reports the hyper-parameter settings for the three datasets (that is
the candidate sets for the hyper-parameters ra and ↵, the chosen values and the
suggested number of clusters, respectively). Note that ra ranges suggest that
the tweets are very di↵erent each other; indeed the columns of the term-tweet
matrices have been normalized in L2, and the distances among them could vary
in

⇥
0,
p
2
⇤
. This is a predictable result, due to the intrinsic characteristic of the

tweets: few terms from a big vocabulary.
Subtractive Clustering returns a suitable rank for a given dataset together

with the initial pair W0,H0. In Tables 7 and 8 we compare the performance of
NMF when either Subtractive Clustering or NNDSVD are used as initialization
algorithm.

Comparing the results reported in Table 7, it should be observed that both
initializations algorithms provide comparable results either in terms of recon-
struction error and computational e↵ort on the three datasets.

Table 9 reports the quantitative evaluation of the cluster results in terms of
Silhouette Coe�cient Very small values were achieved due to the high distances
among the original tweets; however, we observe that the average silhouette val-
ues (over the three datasets) of the NMF algorithms initialized with Subtractive
Clustering slightly overcome the corresponding values obtained with NNDSVD
initialization. Furthermore, it should be observed that the results provided by



Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3
Init. Alg Init. Err Time Init. Err Time Init. Err Time

SC 1.0 0.8956 1.05 0.1483 1.04 0.3943
NNDSVD 0.96 0.5166 0.97 0.1506 0.91 0.4187

Table 7: Comparisons of the performance of initialization algorithms.

(a) Dataset 1

NMF ALS NSNMF SNMF

Err Time It Err Time It Err Time It Err Time It
SC 0.954 224.1 324 0.947 25.83 49 0.958 710.89 1000 0.967 1.87e+3 1000

NNDSVD 0.974 168.57 151 0.970 35.86 55 0.978 501.28 399 0.977 2.28e+3 1000

(b) Dataset 2

NMF ALS NSNMF SNMF

Err Time It Err Time It Err Time It Err Time It
SC 0.974 5.09 38 0.970 2.36 13 0.978 328.11 640 0.977 175.02 1000

NNDSVD 0.970 32.38 18 0.970 7.02 34 0.971 397.88 1000 0.976 196.94 273

(c) Dataset 3

NMF ALS NSNMF SNMF

Err Time It Err Time It Err Time It Err Time It
SC 0.917 31.16 64 0.915 6.60 11 0.920 774.10 405 0.933 749.63 1000

NNDSVD 0.915 18.09 20 0.915 5.25 7 0.920 500.32 492 0.933 616.84 269

Table 8: Performance of the NMF algorithms initialized with SC and NMF
algorithms applied to the three datasets.



Figure 7: Initial error obtained with the Subtractive clustering initialization
method on Dataset 1, varying the hyper-parameters ra and ↵ in the specified
ranges.

NMF algorithms are comparable with those given by the spherical k-means base-
line, confirming the applicability of NMF as Twitter data clustering mechanism.

Word-cloud visual tools were used to represent the topic extraction results:
in particular, Figure 8 shows the eleven topics extracted from Dataset 1 using
the pair (Subtractive Clustering, ALS algorithm).

As it can be observed, Topic 1 (Figure 8(a)) is related to the keyword amor
(standing for the English “love”). The most important stem amor is related
with terms as dolc (sweet), bellissim (beautiful), vit (life), mond (world) all of
these can be associated to the concept of love. Two topics concern the keyword
scuola as depicted in figures 8(d)) and 8(j) where the stem scuol is more
evident. The first one contains words as student (student), piac (like), bell
(beautiful), which can be in some way related to the idea that the tweets falling
in this topic deal with the ”happiness” to go to the school. On the contrary,
the second one can be related to the end of Easter holidays when students are
not very happy for coming back to school.

Six separate topics talk about technology (tecnolog) from di↵erent points
of view: safety check available on Facebook after the terror attack in Bruxelles,
and in general the activities on the social networks (figure 8(b)); the launch of
the new IPhone model and the rumors about the launch of the new smartphone
model by Xiaomi with the Android operating system15 (Figure 8(e)); the death

15https://www.apple.com/apple-events/march-2016/ http://www.techtimes.com/
articles/144899/20160329/xiaomi-mi-5-india-launch-set-for-march-31.htm



(a) Topic 1 (b) Topic 2

(c) Topic 3 (d) Topic 4

(e) Topic 5 (f) Topic 6

(g) Topic 7 (h) Topic 8

(i) Topic 9 (j) Topic 10

(k) Topic 11

Figure 8: Word-cloud representation of the topics extracted from Dataset 1,
with the pair (SC initialization, ALS algorithm).



SC-NMF alg. Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3
SC-NMF 0.0448 0.0288 0.0945
SC-ALS 0.0532 0.0475 0.1197
SC-NSNMF 0.0520 0.0444 0.1197
SC-SNMF 0.0396 0.0274 0.0425
NNDSVD-NMF 0.0407 0.0288 0.0945
NNDSVD-ALS 0.0421 0.0288 0.0945
NNDSVD-NSNMF 0.0410 0.0291 0.0942
NNDSVD-SNMF 0.0369 0.0274 0.0415
spherical k-means 0.0429 0.0206 0.0870

Table 9: Cluster performance of NMF and initialization algorithms in terms of
Silhouette.

of the Intel’s president Andrew (Andy) Grove16 (Figure 8(f)); FBI-Apple debate
on mobile phone privacy in case of terror attacks17 (Figure 8(g)); the Apple’s
night shift function, introduced with the IOS update, to improve sleep quality18

(Figure 8(i)); the Italian phone provider Telecom Italia Mobile that signed an
agreement with Google for using the Google Chromecast technology on their TV
decoders19(Figure 8(k)).

Moreover, as it can be observed in Figure 8(h), the topic contains all the
terms related to the keyword religione (also in this case extracted terms reflect
the events currently happened). The last topic (depicted in Figure 8(h)) regards
the process to the mafia boss Bernardo Provenzano that was postponed due to
his health conditions: in this case the algorithm mixed this information with
the FBI-Apple fight.

Summarizing, this qualitative analysis shows the e↵ectiveness of the NMF
algorithms in topic modeling. The algorithms have been able to detect signif-
icant topics in the Twitter collection both with a given rank factor and with
the suggested one. The di↵erence is on the granularity of the results. The rank
suggested by the Subtractive Clustering initialization allows to capture the real
structure of the data without forcing the results in any given classes.

5 Final remarks

In this paper we proposed a framework to intelligently analyze Twitter data.
These are a particular kind of textual data that are characterized by a small
number of terms belonging to a large vocabulary. An automatic mechanism is
necessary to pick the most descriptive words in this vocabulary, to aggregate
them in the bag-of-word representation to form topics, and to group the tweets

16https://newsroom.intel.com/news-releases/andrew-s-grove-1936-2016/
17https://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/22/technology/apple-fbi-hearing-unlock-iphone.

html
18http://time.com/4269497/iphone-night-shift/
19https://www.tim.it/tv/nuovo-decoder-timvision



according to these topics. In this work we use NMF algorithms as a tool for
Intelligent Data Analysis. A case study shows the use of the proposed frame-
work for capturing and analyzing tweets. After retrieving tweets according to
some search criteria, they are transformed in a structured matrix form, which
is suitable for NMF decomposition. Finally, tweets are clustered in groups re-
lated to their hidden topics. We verified the e↵ectiveness of the framework
by comparing the results obtained with di↵erent initialization and NMF algo-
rithms on three datasets obtained by querying the Twitter repository. Moreover
we have investigated the appropriate choice of the factorization rank which is
connected to the number of clusters that NMF are able to extract. We used
the Subtractive Clustering initialization to determine a suitable rank factor for
a given dataset. The proposed experimental framework is mainly devoted to
standardize the technical steps one has to perform when NMF are applied for
topic extraction from Twitter data. Beside di↵erent NMF algorithms forming
the core of the proposed framework, also some initialization mechanisms are
considered in order to allow the user to chose starting matrices for NMF al-
gorithms. In fact, a correct initialization is critical for the quality of the final
results of NMF decomposition in an Intelligent Data Analysis context.

Finally, we have compared the NMF cluster results with the spherical k-
means clustering algorithm, showing that NMF give comparable results with a
better interpretability that is evidenced by the word cloud representation used
to visualize the hidden topics discovered in data.

Future work will be addressed to scale the proposed framework to big data
contexts. To this pursuit, we have already shown that the use of Subtractive
Clustering provides a convenient initialization for NMF in acceptable time (es-
pecially when compared with state-of-art methods, like NNDSVD); however,
scaling to big data poses technological challenges that require careful design of
all the modules included in the model, in order to keep the computational com-
plexity, both in time and space, under acceptable limits. Scaling to big data
also calls for novel solutions for clustering in high-dimensional spaces. To this
aim, a careful choice of the metrics used to evaluate the similarity of tweets,
as well as the selection of the most suitable parameters, become of paramount
importance and require an in-depth investigation.
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